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crty bond or bleeding, which consisted of seeing your home in ruins.
Name of guilty party not mentioned.

On October 16 Hearst suggested that you "Safeguard Your Home"
with a stockade of Liberty bonds against three prowling wolves labelled
"Starvation," '"Devastation" and "Frightfulness."

On the 18th a white hand marked "Liberty Loan" seized a black
hand holding a knife. For some reason or other this cartoon was

called "The Stronger Element."

Thirty Per Cent Patriotism
The second Liberty Loan campaign as conducted by McCay is typical

cf the others. The first was still more innocuous, and the third.with
Hearst at the zenith of his patriotic camouflage.was hardly more direct.
Here are the very few cases in the third campaign, which began March
80, where sorcethinc remotely approaching an attack on the Central
Powers squeezed itself in :

On March 30 the "Third Liberty Loan" gun fired a shell at a

comic figure labelled "The Hun."
On April 2 the big gun of "American Patriotism" fired shells

marked "Third Liberty Loan" at a target distinctly labelled "Berlin."
On April 5 shells "Made in Germany" fell harmlessly against a

wall marked "Third Liberty Loan."
On April 16 a cartoon proposed to "Cage the Kaiser."
On April 17 the Kaiser was pictured, though not tagged.
On April 21 there was "The Kaiser's Dream."
On April 2b a throne w.as labelled "The HohenzoHerns."

Of the seventeen cartoons on the third loan, only these six give
any remotely definite indication of the enemy for whose defeat the
bonds were sold. The rest were typical of Hearst's whole plan of pictorial
attack.

In fairness, however, it must be conceded that certain other tenden¬
cies developed a little within these limits. As the war progressed Hearst
and McCay discovered the possibility of the Hindenburg face. It made,
they found, an excellent substitute for the Kaiser's, and, whether
labelled "Autocracy" or "German Autocracy," as it was once or twice, it
served the purpose of a more direct object of attack in campaign. With
its head thrust through the Hearst sheet, it became the Artful Dodger
of the editorial side show.

In further fairness, mention should be made of a cartoon in which
figures resembling Hindenburg, the Kaiser and the Crown Prince, but

HEARSTS STUFFED CLUB FOR GERMANY
labelled "Autocracy," "Militarism" and "Fanaticism," enact astonishment
over America's reaction to the Tuscania's pinking.Also, there should not be forgotten a scries of cartoonsin which Ger¬
many was made to appear likely to defeat herself without allied as¬sistance by imminent revolution. "Smouldering." of January 17, 1018,shows the volcano of "The German People" with the palace of "Mili¬tarism" on the top. "The Threatening Storm," of January 31, 1918,presents "The Teuton People" pursuing "Militarism," "Autocracy," "Im¬perialism" and "Junkerism." "Hungry," of February 4, 1918, shows atiger, "The People," licking his chops over the prospect of devouring"The Rulers of the Central Powers."

It was different when Hearst fought a war in which he believed, a
war which may have begun as a newspaper war, but a war which Hearst
never allowed to fall into the danger of becoming a paper war. Ironicjustice caused Hearst on last Monday to recall to his readers a war inwhich his conduct and the conduct of his papers litter the last word incondemnation and conviction of his part in the present struggle. OnJune 3 "Tho American" exhumed a "tribute" to Hearst from AdmiralWainright, "Spanish war hero," and a speech made by Hearst on the dedi-cation of the Maine Memorial monument.

A comparison of "The American's" attitude toward the present con¬flict and the way in which Hearst's only New York paper of twenty yearsrgo, "The Evening Journal," fought the Spanish war is illuminating, to
say the least.

It is not too much to say that Hearst fought the Spanish War be¬fore America did. He did not spend four years apologizing for Spanishfrightfulness. Instead, he exposed and attacked it. He did not ignorei he terrorizing of Cuba as he has ignored the terrorizing of Belgium.Instead, he set his editor, Brisbane, and his cartoonists, Davenport andCory, on the trail of Spain, pilloried the boy king, Alfonso, and Weylerbis general, and bent every energy to inflame American opinion over theatrocities practised on the "reconcentrados." He did not condone th<sinking of the Maine; he convicted Spain before the evidence was in.But if there is a striking contrast between Hearst's attitudes anc

COMPARING GERMANY AND MEXICO
FORSAKEN!

actions in the Spanish War and in our present struggle, how much more

striking and how much more significant is the contrast between the share
he wished the United States to take in tho European war and the share
he wished her to take in a war in which.fortunately for the Allies.
America is not involved. That war is the struggle with Mexico which
might now be,.-absorbing our national energies if Hearst had had his way.

The Mexican affair drew from "The American" cartoon after cartoon,
editorial after editorial and papes upon pages of sensational news stories
and 'pictures designed to arouse America to fighting heat.

Here is characteristic editorial comment which "The American" gave
the Mexican trouble:

November 17, 1011,."The United States should intervene in
Mexico, but there is only one course to pursue. That course

is to occupy Mexico and restore it to a state of civilization by means

of American MEN and American METHODS..William Randolph
Hearst."

February 2S."No Policy of Watchful Waiting Will Meet This
Diplomatic Crisis."

March 25, 1916." ... the savage bands of Villa and the
treacherous adherents of Carranza. It is time to enter
Mexico and clean out its thieves and bandits and oppressors. The
path of honor runs in only one direction through Mexico; it begins
at our border and ends in Mexico City."

April 11>, 1916." . . . the troops of Carranza, Obregon,
Villa, Zapata and innumerable leaders of roaming bandit bands have
drenched Mexico's soil with the blood of tens of thousands of vic¬
tims. And among the victims of this carnival of hellish Indian
savagery . . . have been nearly ONE THOUSAND AMERICAN
MEN AND WOMEN AND CHILDREN, butchered and tortured and
outraged with every circumstance of hideous brutality, cruelty and
abominable lust."

April 22."American Honor Outraged, American Lives Taken,
Justify an Inevitable War. We are not in Mexico to settle a trifling
dispute over the character of a salute. We are there to avenge the
murder of American citizens, to safeguard the Mexican country, to
civilize it; if desirable, to make it part of the United States."

April 27."To do our full duty to our own murdered fellow

ATTACKING THE PRESIDENT
WATCHFUL WAITING!

The headlines on the paper the Mexican is holding give Hearst's idea. Another example of how Hearst campaign« for a war he wants fought.

NO HESITATION IN NAMING MEXICANS

To Carranza, Villa. Huerta and Their Fellow Outlaw» CtviKtation Bn.-ws e SwctH. to Mexico, the Briffe« UsÜt o»" I"«*
["rugress *nd Ad.iaaian to the family of Nation \\ hose Watchword Is Law and Order!

Hearst's cartoons have been exceedingly cautions in naming ths German
leaders. ¦*

citizens, to our own nation and to the nation* of the world, we.,
should invade Mexico and occupy and pacify it and annex it. To",
make it like the United State« we should make it part of the United
States..William Randolph Hearst."

March 23, 1917."If we strip our Treasury of its cash and our *

navy and army of their strength to fight the Allies' war in Europe,
nothing on earth will stop Japan and Mexico from striking us a
fatal blow, while our only means of defence are being used up
across the Atlantic."

February 18. 1918."The situation in Mexico will never be
solved until the United States does its full duty there, occupies and ;
parities the country."

War With Mexico or With Germany
Nowhere in the whole history of the European war from August 4,

li)14, to April 6, 1917, and nowhere in the fourteen months of America's
share in it, is there to be found such Hoarstian energy.except in favor
of Germany and against Allied victory.

Hearst spent two years working the United States up to a war of
liberation upon the occasion of Spanish atrocities in Cuba. He ?pent as
long a time trying to work the United States up to a war of conquest on
the excuse of Mexican atrocities.

Heai'st spent three years trying to prevent the United States from
lighting Germany over German atrocities. He has spent a year more upon,,propaganda which would convert our war into a paper war. And allthrough this year he has steadily talked of war with Mexico.

It is highly significant that Hearst's enthusiasm for armed action
against Mexico, and for occupation, pacification and annexation of that
country only increased as the likelihood of our being involved in the wétF
against Germany grew, and as it became clearer that we must devote our*
whole energy to that war if Germany was not to be victorious.

Hearst, like the Kaiser and his Secretary Zimmermann, recognizedthat only war with Mexico could prevent war with Germany.Hearst, like the Kaiser and Zimmermann, put on record the fact that
1 e wanted to see America at war with Mexico. - »

Hearst through "The American," as the Kaiser through Zimmermann;tried to put the programme of border warfare in actual operation.
Hearst, like the Kaiser, put forwaid a propaganda which aimed at

keeping America's men, America's money and America's food 'at theirnatural base" for the purpose of "home defence."
And Hearst, like the Kaiser, almost succeeded in crippling the arm:that now reaches and strengthens the line on the Marne.
Such have been the power and the nature of Hearst's attacks upon*Mexico, and such is the measure of what Hearst misht visit upen Germarfy*.if he did not prefer a stuffed club.

Child Training at Home
By Mothers Who Have Been Kindergarten Teachers

This series of articles is prepared under the direction of the United
States Bureau of Education and tlic National Kindergarten Association.
Each is written by some woman who has put her training into practice
with her own children, and embodies the wisdom she Juts learned. If you
fad this series of articles helpfid to you, cut them out and pass them to
other mothers and thus aid Uncle Sam in reaching all t\ie mothers of the
country.

By Mrs. Bertha Lewis

U\J 0 MATTER what the child's

j\ after-life is to be, he should !
have the opportunity at

IfSBt once in h:~ life to experiment
*>tb plants." The plant, which sets
its feet in the earth, lifts its head
toward the sky, extends its arms to
te« air and sunshine and gives lodging
.o the creatures of earth and air, is a

powerful factor in the life of man.
°ur whole aim In encouraging garden-
!ns" rnust be to help the child realize
Ulat at his feet mother nature has set
* Prize, which rightly appreciated will
*nswer all his needs and afford him
'.he pure8t pleasures of life.
God gives to plants their life, their

'*** of form, color and number of
wrta. The child creates his garden;
. '« the work of his hands, the exprès-
»'.on of his mind. lie arranges it ac-
c°fding to his fancy in regard to color

J6«! Position. He chooses this or that
°r basons which appeal to him. The
'M may be taught in a pimple way
** as God observed order in the unl-

^tr*e as his first law, giving to each
.0i» of life its place in the world, so
u*r in the garden is tho first neces-

"r7 step to secure growth and de-
v**optnent of life within it.

Teaching Seed Planting
(Tta child likes a comfortable bed to
""P '.n, a clean house to live in, a

'»fortable meal when hungry, a drink
oi clean water when thirsty. In the
***» way the little seed likes a soft

^wifortable bed in which to lie. There-

*J» the earth must be well cultivated-,
^ft«d and raked. The bed must he
ee!7 made, with edf:r"< smooth and
.*¦ Then the seeds must be planted

^even row«, not too close together or
.y will crowd each other out. After

^*Weds arc well up the garden, which
*».« home, must be kept clean, all

weeds, sticks and loose stones being
removed. The earth must bo rich
enough to supply food to the growing
plants and plenty of clean water given
early every morning, and if the day is
hot, in the evening also.

If the child's garden is made and
tended with care and love, the plants
will repay him by blooming and grow¬
ing. No little child can be comforta¬
ble and healthy if given water or

washed and cared for only once in a

while. So it is with the child's plants:
to be healthy and happy they must re¬

ceive daily attention for a few minutes
at least, for plants, like children, re¬

spond to love and care.

Outdoor Occupation
One reason why gardening makes a

good beginning for nature-study is
that natural instinct usually points the
way to garden making in the spring.
Another reason is that so many forms
of life are manifest in the garden and
that occupation out of doors is very
essential to the building up of a sound
body, mind and spirit, to the exercise
of all the senses, the quickening of the
emotion3 and an all-round healthy de-
velopment.
Oh, pair ter o; the fruits and flowers
Vv'e thank thee for thy wise, design
Whereby those human hands of ours
In nature's garden work with thine.

Give fools their gold, give knaves their
power.

let fortune's bubbles rise and fall,
Who sows a field or trains a flower,
Or plants a tree is more than all.

For he who blesses, most is blessed,
And God and man shall own his worth,
Who toils to leave an his bequest
An added beauty to the earth.

Gifts that grow are best;
Hands that bless are best,
Plant; Life does the rest.

ALIBI .A French War Story
Translated by William L. McPherson

Here is a spy story with a spice of the unusual. In the
French territory occupied by the Germans hundreds of men
and tcomen have been shot as spies, for the hatred of the Ger-\
man invader is intense and attempts to communicate across the
lines arc persistent.

hi this case the bitterness of the tragedy of detection is
suggested rather than realized. A young girl is about to be
dragged before a drumhead court martial. A happy accident.
a providential interposition.furnishes the needful exadpation.
But the horror of the predicament in which women actuated by
their sense of patriotic duty find themselves remains. It may
any day bring a new martyrdom like that of Edith Cavell.

Copyright, IQl8, by The Tribune Association

THE clock having struck eight,
Mother Guillot stuck her nee-

die in her work, rolled it up,
took off her glasses and said:

"It's eight o'clock, Guillot. Put
down your newspaper. Martha, you
heard the clock strike eight. Stop your
knitting. We must put out the lights."
Then she blew out the lamp and all

three were left in the darkness.
Thus each evening for months past,

by order of the commanding officer, at
the same hour the houses were dark-
ened and the streets emptied and the
inhabitants of the village awaited the
dawn which would usher in another
day of sadness.

Since it was too early to go to bed
they talked on in the gloom, in which
their voices fell to n whisper. The
house clocks, with their steady tic-tac,
dominated the silence.

"To-morrow, if the weather permits,"
murmured the father, "we must repair
the garden fence. And we must re-

pair the roofing of the shed. The
boards no longer hold and the water
comes through. If we are short of
wood we can go to Moulet and get
some."

"It's a good deal of trouble about a

small, matter. Suppose a shell comes?"

"Why should it strike us, since up to
now we have had such good luck? Mar-
tha, you will go to-morrow to Moulet."

Martha, crouching before the hearth,
was blowing on the coals. When they
glowed one could see the ashes flying
about her rosy face and her dark hair.
She answered, without, budging:

"Yes, papa."
The half hour struck. The father

had already gotten up to go into the
bed chamber when some one knocked
on the door. They looked at one an¬

other for a minute. A second knock

came. Then Mother Guillot drew the
bolt and some men entered.
"Why are your shutters not closed?"

a voice asked.
"I don't know. I suppose we forgot

it."
"You have forgotten it too many

times. Close them. Afterward you
will make a light. Draw tho curtains
also. That you must always do, so as

not to be seen from the outside. Do
yon understand?"

"I don't understand," answered the
father.
"You are going to understand. Some¬

body in this house is acting as a spy."
"In our house?"
"Yes, in your house. You give in-

formation to the French. When the
fires are extinguished in all the other
houses yours remain lighted."

"Tell us when," said the mother. "You
have entered here unexpectedly. Where
did you see any light?" j
"Not to-night, perhaps, but three

days ago?"
"Three days ago," the young girl

broke in, "my mother was sick and it
may be that I put the lights out a

little later than usual."
"A poor excuse. The light ran from

window to window."
"Exactly. I was looking for some

medicine."
"And on the 16th of this month
was your mother sick then, too?"
"Tho date doesn't help me much,"

murmured the father. "But that was

probably the day when our clock was
slow. And since the church tower is
destroyed we didn't know what the
right time was."
"That evening we were cannonaded."
"A simpje coincidence"-
"Which becomes the more extraordi¬

nary when we consider the fact that of
all the houses in the village yours
alone has been spared up to now."
The peasants looked at one another

apprehensively.
"You are convinced now, aren't you?

So am I. I know that some one here
makes signals. I know who makes
them. It is your daughter. And I
arrest her."
Mother Guillot pushed forward.
"It is not possible, monsieur. My

daughter is Innocent. I swear it. In¬
vestigate. Ask all the questions you
want to ask. Search the house from top
to bottom, You will find nothing. Noth¬
ing, you understand mi.. We live here
altogether alone; we exchange visits
with nobody. We never receive letters
or write them. We live quietly under
our own roof"-
"Too quietly,, in fact. Enough said.

If your daughter has any explanations
to make she can mak<> them to-morrow
before the council of war. Come on."
"Have pity, monsieur," implored the

father. "I am an old man, almost
broken down. My child is innocent. I
beseech you. The council of war.it
is"-
The officer repelled him with a gest¬

ure »nd gave the order:
"Ready! March!"
But, as he opened the door, a rush-

ing sound tilled the sky; then another;
then a third; and the three were so
close together that they were con¬
founded in a single deep-toned roar.
Under the force of the concussion a
window was shattered. The officer
slammed the door and said:
"Have you a cellar here? Come with

me."
He went down first. The soldiers,

the prisoner and the old people fol¬
lowed.
Suddenly there was an explosion so

formidable that the roof of the cellar
was shaken, and the cellar door, loos¬
ened from its hinges, bumped down the
staircase, step by step. For a minute
detonations succeeded one another,
above them and around them, throw¬
ing them on the cellar floor in a heap.
Some hours later the bombardment

slackened and died away. They got
upon their feet. It was getting light. The
soldiers placed the girl between them.
The officer risked a look outside and
then disappeared v.p«tairs. The old
man trembled as he mounted the steps.
The mother mumbled to herself;
"You are not going to take my girl,

my little girl, monsieur?"
In the light of the dawn she looked

about, stricken with amazement: of the
house nothing remained but four pieces
of wall and a heap of wood, bricks and
stone, the shapeless debris of familiar
objects.
"The devil!" whistled the officer, rub¬

bing his sleeve with the back of his
hands. "They didn't miss any targets
this time."

It was a hint to the mother. Fall¬
ing on her knees in the rubbish she
cried:
"You see that they fire on our house

as well as on the others. You see
that my little girl cannot be guilty."

"It looks that way. Nevertheless, I
shall keep an eye on her."
With that he went away.
But without hearing him, wild with

joy in the presence of the ruins, the
mother repeated, caressing the arms,
the face and the hands of her daugh¬
ter:

"I thank, Theç, O Lord, that Thou
hast destroyed our habitation."
And the father, collapsing on a mass

of broken rocks, mumbled, laughingand weeping at the same time:
"Would you believe it? What luck!

Those shells.¦without them what
would have happened to ni?"

Queries and Answers
The reader is requested to read thefollowing before sending queries tothese columns:
This department is intended to

answer questions of more or less gen¬eral interest only. No attention willbe paid to questions regarding legal
or medical advice, card problems, cor¬
rectness of English sentences, valuesof stamps and coins, or questions of atrivial character or of personal inter¬
est only to the sender of the question.Communications for these columnsshould be addressed to the Editor,"Queries and Answers," The Tribune,and must bear the name and addressof the sender. If the inquirer prefers,initials only will be used when thequestion is answered.

Old Age
R. F..What causes senility and

death from old age ?
Science has so far found no satisfac-

tory solution of this problem. Accord-
ing to the theory advanced by the noted
professor of the Pasteur Institute in
Puris, the late Dr. Eli E. Metchnikoff,
we grow old and decrepit and ultimate-
ly ij'e because of the atrophy of the
principal organs of the body. Our prin-
cipal organs, such as the brains, the
liver and the kidneys are made up of
two kinds of tissue.viz., the so-called
"conjunctive tissue," which serves as a
woof and framework, and the "noble
element," consisting of cells character-
istic of the particular organ and per-
forming its functions.
Now, the essential cause of old age

i is the decay of these noble elements
and their replacement by an excessive
increase of the conjunctive tissue. Un-
dor the influence of this process the
organ indurates, dries up; and, as a
consequence, performs its function
only insufficiently, and ultimately stops
functioning altogether.
Tu understand this process a knowl-

edge oí the structure of the body is
necessary'- Like every living organism,
the human body consists of a federa-
tion of living cells, each of which has
its individual existence, but all work-
ing for the common good. This "cellu-
lar state" is subject to the same law«
as obtain in all human society. We
find there the division of labor as well
as associations for the performance o(
certain work, a custe system, peace and
war, organization for the defenc«
against the external foe, the predomi¬
nation of the strong and the elimina¬
tion of the weak. It has also, like th«
national state, a well organized army
mado up of the white corpuscles of th<
blood. Their task consists in defend
ing the territory against the invasioi
of th*- microbes, those arch-enemies ot
the living organism.

But, as frequently happens, even it

the most civilized countries, the armyoften misuses its power by turning it^against the very elements which it ig
in duty bound to protect. By suppress¬ing mercilessly every weakened ceiland not giving it a chance to reform,and thus to become a useful member o£the federation, it hastens the generaldecay of the body.i. e.. produces what
we call old age and subsequent death.
Another theory ascribes the cause of

senility and death to the innate pror¿-ertie3 of the body and its organs. "A'
more recent investigator finds tha
cause in the degenerating changes un-,dergone by the arteries, changes tha£interfere with the nutrition of the ceth*
and result in their ultimate decay. ATIthese theories, however, are open ter
one or the other objection.

Suttee
R. F..Is the custom of suttee (tn'eburning of widows; still prevalent IffIndia?
The English government, after lonjf

discouraging suttees, by the agency of
Lord William Bentinck formally aboT-*
ished them in December. 18u'0, bdlf
they have since occasionally taken,
place. The wife of the son of th«.Rajah of Beygoon thus perished in
June, 1864. and several wives of SiT
Tung Bahadoor, Minister of Xepaul. o?i
March 1, 1877. One volur.tary sutte»
occurred at Poona, in November, 1890.
and it has continued to the present
time in isolated parts of India, fo*
even as late as 1905 several person*
who took part in a suttee in BehaB
were condemned to penal servitude. _^

Boyle's Law
P. T..What is meant by Eoyle's law*
This is a name given to a famowf,

principle in pneumatics known as the
law of the compression of gases. It'
was first discovered by Boyle la 1662,
and afterward independently by Mart-»
otte in 1679. It is as follows: '1 hcj.
temperature remaining the same, thr
volume of a given quantity of g¡:s in
inversely ns the pressure which it
bears. In other words, when a tci'/"^
vo'.umo of any gas or vapor :s com«.
pressed, so as to occupy a smaller apache*
its elastic force is increased; when tr.9
volume is increased its elastic force fi*
diminished.

Frost
H. G..Why does frost form befo*»

ice is formed? -.

When the air temperature falls onij»
a little below the freezing point and
remains there only a few hours, a small
quantity of water vapor in the atmos¬
phere may easily be converted into
frost. But ice cannot form until the
whole of the body of water on which it
rests has been uniformly chilled to the>
freezing point, and thi» require« *
more prolonged cold temperatura.


